PCDJ DEX 3 RE (DJ Software for Win &
MAC - Product Activation For 3 Machines)
Save $30 On DEX 3 RE Instantly At
Checkout - expires 1/15/18
DEX 3 RE (Red Edition) for Windows or MAC is versatile DJ software designed for all types of DJs.
The software includes a powerful library that allows you to Import, mix, and search all of your
MP3, OGG, WMA, FLAC, WAV, MP3+G and unprotected iTunes files quickly and easily. DEX 3
RE’s custom, industry-leading sound engine ensures your mixes pump out at the highest possible
quality.
Complete with features such as fully automated auto-mix, one-click beat sync, a mix-now button
for quick cross-fade and play, all packaged in a modern, easy-to-use interface; you have the DJ
software solution to take on any gig in any environment. Less screen clutter and just the right
feature set to make your job as easy as possible. Concentrate on your clients and not your DJ
software!
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You have a classic DJ setup with 2 decks, mixer and track library.
Manual or fully automatic mixing (using new sidelist)
One-click beat-sync and sync start
NEW! MP3+G karaoke file playback and lyrics output (zip and uncompressed)
Seamless intelligent looping and beat-skip
Automatic BPM detection (with beat-grid) with batch-calculation
Midi-Learn for simple mapping of DJ midi-controllers and/or your Windows/MAC keyboard
Effects: Flanger, Echo, AutoPan, Phaser, Delay, Reverb, and Beat waw
Vinyl simulation including scratch, pitch, reverse play
Separate headphones output and song pre-listening
KeyLock (MasterTempo) with on/off selector
Perceptual automatic gain (volume control)
Record your mix to MP3, WAV or AIFF
ASIO/CoreAudio low-latency support
Browsing system with unlimited lists, disk explorer, database, and iTunes library import support
Load the whole song in RAM for instant access
Library filters for Audio vs Karaoke files
5 CUE or hot-CUE points and gradual pitch bend
Multiple skins support (graphical interfaces) – create your own skins!
DEX 3 RE reads mp3, m4a, wav, aiff, ogg, cda, flac and more!(Non DRM)
DEX 3 RE works cross-platform, so your purchase will work equally well on a Windows computer
as it will on a MAC!
One purchase allows activation on three computers

